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“radical passivity”
This residence will be dedicated to exploring forms of “enacting” radical passivity.
The performative experiments (rather than experiences) will be informed by dance
as we shall test strategies for movement or non-movement (or for something else
not fitting those two) which might better embody such a mode of passivity. We shall
also test forms of non-productivity, or even of counter-productivity, hence
questioning the meaning usually attached to “performance”. The starting point is in
any case a troublesome one, as radical passivity should not, by definition, be an
attitude you actually choose to assume. We plan to proceed phenomenologically to
the extent that this might make sense or be consistent with our broader quest. We
would like to explore the non-spectacular and to procure a certain poverty of
means, but we’d also like to remain available to welcoming the visually
uninteresting and even the ridicule, if they happen to crop up.

